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ABSTRACT 0.
Two experiments compared the cognitive mapS (mental

representb.tiofs of the spati41 environment) of .first graders, fifth
4raders and.college students, and investigatea developmental changes
in the abilit/ to 'manipulate cognitive mapslmentally.'Ln the first
experiment, subjects, were asked to move from stationpoint to
ttationpoint and at each, toalign a 0.ghtin tube in the direction
of three targets. Half the subjects in each age roup performed this
taskwhIle in direct visual contact with the room, half while
enclose, by an opaque screen. The three age groups ffered only in
the obstructed viewing condition. First graders were lets.,adcurate,
than eithet fifth. graders or college students, suggesting that the
spatial memory underlying ,cognitive imps does not reach its
adult -like status, until sometime between first and fifth grade. In
the second experiment, subjeCts performed two tasks which tested
mental mainpulation. SubjectS imagined walking to new btationpoints,
making three sighting tube responses based on each imagined location.
Then subjects imagined that the room had rot lt,,:d making sighting
tube responses in terms of the mentally trans rmed spatial array.
Again, half the subjects in each age group were assigned to an
obstructed viewing condition. Results showed definite age' differences
'and indidated that completelmen\tal manipulation is a two -stake
prodess. In the first sta,geJa strategy of manipulation is applied to
the general spatial relationships contained in.the cognitive map. In
the second stage more specific relationships between self and spatial
layout are reconstructed. (Author/SB)
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The Mental Manipulation of Cognitive Maps

in Children and Adults

..;

Today I want to talk to you about the developme0 of

cognitive maps. For those of you unfamiliar writh4the

cognitive map construct-, let the 'begin there.

The TeliVant literature tells us thate, cognitive' map

is.a mental representation of the spatial environment. It-

specifies the location Of objects and places outside our

.,,immediate field of view. Like the more familiar cartographic

map, a cognitive map functions primarily to facilitate our '

orientation and movement 'within the extended environment.

Ao yet, little is known about how children acquitt cognitive.

maps or how such maps change With sage and intellectual

developtent.

When we first began our study of this problem it

seemed that at least two important aspects of a cognitive

map Should shim 'significant developmental changes. The

firs- we termed content. This refers simply to the informa

tion contained in a cognitive MD.: The second we termed

maninulation. This refers to the mental processes which

are involved in the utilization of a cognitive mapls informa

tion. Both of these aspects of cognitive map development

will beotouched upon in the research presented today.

However, before I give you the details of our research,

want to tell you about thrliasic methodology we developed

in our study of cognitive mapS.
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The classic methodological problem associated with

the study of cognitive maps always has 'centered around
'

the

question'Of.how one externalizes the map so that it can be

evaluated atijectively. With an adult this prOblem is easily

'resolved. All you have to do is ask the adult to draw a

map of some environmental unit or 'al.mply ask him to describe

verbally that environmental unit. However, these techniques

cannot be used with- young children. Often times, i young

child (e.g:, a first grader)°posse,ssep neither the motor

skills no the verbal facility to convey adequately, his

knowledge of how a familiar unit of the environment

layed out spatially.

To overcome this difficulty, a triangulation task,

similar to that used in navigation to .2rocate a ship's position

with respect to mapped\landmarks, was developed. Our',,

triangulation task requires subjects to align a sighting °

tube (Mich is mounted on a compass marked in one degree

units) in the direction of four locations within a familiar

room. When transgpred to a. scale map .of'the room, the

intersection of the direction lines obtained from three

-.separate locations within the room are used 'be) define the

loCatipath of the'fourth, while the combination of all four

' plotted locations is Used to generate a skptch of the

subject's cognitive, map.

A series of slides illustrates what I have been talking

about.
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Slide One

-3

The, first slide is simply a schematic of the elementary

School library in which we carried out our research.

Slide Two

The second slide is a further simplified drawing ,of
1-

the room shown in slide one. Notice that we selected four

salient objects and.th n located in front of each a sighting
1

1

tube stationpoint. From each stationpoint the subjects

aligned the sighting tithe in the direction df three target

Objects.

Slide Three

The third slide illustrates the nature of the maps

produced. by the trianguia4on technique. ,..- Notice that four

interheetion'ti4id-agleh-are formed from the twelve lines of

direction read from the sighting tube's compass. Each

triangle correspondsto the subject's localization of a'

'given target object-.

Slide Four

The fourth slide in this series shows how, a map can be

analyzed. As slide four shows, .the absolute accuracy of

_individual a ting tube responses can be measured by the

error per angle Sotting. The consistency with which an

object is localized a giveh position in space can be
N,
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measured by the area Of-its correspondirig intersection
%triangle. Finally, the accuracy with which an object is

localized from three different stationpoints can be measured

by the deviatiron between the plotted midpoints of the target
. I

object and the corresponding intersection triangle.

The triangulation procedure was used in the present

study to compare the cognitive maps of first graders, fifth

graders and college students, and to investigate developmental ,

I t

changes in the ability to manipulate cognitive mapp.mentallY%,:

Our first experiment was very simple` It pas designed

primarily to assess the accuracy of subjects' cognitive

maps while dem strating the_ developmental utility of the

triangulation procedure.

In this exerimerit our subjects were asked to move from,

stationpoint,to stationpoint and, at each stationpoint,

to align the sighting tube in the direction of three target

objects. Half the subjects 1'1:each age group performed

this task while in direct visual contact with the room,
A

i.e., they cbuld see the objects they wergasked to locate.

The.rest of the subjects performed the same task while

enclosed by an opaque screen at each stationpoint.

The maps generated in this experiment were analyzed

for locational accuracy and 'consistency, aswell as, error

per angle setting. In each case the pattern of results

was the same. All of our subjects possessed relatively

accurate, coherenticognitive maps and were able to maintain

6
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their spatial orientation within th- room even -when their

view of the room was Obstructed.

Of course, the subjects who.could see the objects

were more accurate than the subjects who could not see the

objects. .In addition0hereclearly was an effect for age.
:.

1

,
.

._

However, this effect was net independent of the significant

effect of viewing conditions. The th.ree age groups differed

only in the _obstructed viewing condition. -In the

obstructed viewing condition the first graders were

significantly leSs accurate than-either the fifth graders

or the college- studentS- in locating the target objects.

The'results of this experiment indicate that cognitive_
tin

maps, though not picture-perfect representations of spatial.

layout, can exist at a. relatively high level of accuracy.

Second, the spatial memory which underlies cognitive maps

does not reach its adult -like status until sometime between

_first and fifth graaes. Finally, the fact that there were

no age differences within the unastructed viewing condition

suggests that the triangulation task.was equivalent across

the ages tested.

In our second experiment we were interested, in theN
0

iprocesses invoT anVed in the mental manipulation of a co gntive

map. The assumption-vas that if a subject could manipulate

his cognitive map of the library mentally,- he would be able
o

to imagine his movementb within the room instead of actually

carrying them out at a physical *level.. in terms of the

1



technique Introduced earlier, the subject would be able to

make all 12 of his, sighting tube responses from any one

of our four stationpoints by imagining successive transforma-

tions of the relationship between self,and Spatial layout.

Moreover, the 12 responses produced in this manner should

be of sufficient accuracy to allow_the_construction of a

coordinated physical. man of the library.
-

Each subject performed two tasks which tested mental

manipulation: perspective taking and mental rotation.

In the perspective 'taking task the subject was told first

to imagine that he had walked to a ,new stationpoint. He

then was told to*Make three sighting tube responses based:

on that imagined location. This procedure_was continued

until the subject had imagined occupying three different

locations within the room. In the mental rotation task the

subject, was told to imagine that the entirp room had

rotated about his location within the room. As in the

perspective taking task, the subject than was told-to make
1 4

his sighting tube responses in terms')of the mentally-

transformed spatial array. Again, half the subjects in each
4

age group were ,assigned to an =obstructed viewing condition

6

and the rest to an,unobstructed viewing condition.

The results of this experiment were comnlex. Therefore,

I will present only the highlights.
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First', of all, the accuracy and completeness with

which the subjects were able to transform' their relation-

ship to the room's spatial layout increased drabaticalJ.y

with age. Aid. inspection of the physical maps generated in

this experiment revealed that only the college students

were able to approximate "in their heads" that-which they

had accomplished in our first experiment. In other 'Words, ,

only the college students Produced coherent, Coordinated,

physical maps of the type shown in slide three. The maps

of the younger subjects were fragmented., They did not

Show the foUr intersection triangles:that would be expected

if they could transform mentally the relationship between

self and Spatial,layout.JThe children, however, did perform

better under the rotation instructions than under the

perspect.ve instructions. Indeed, under the rotation

instructions the performance of the fifth graders apProximated

that of the college students.

.- Because the maps of the children were so fragmented,

careful attention was given to the types of errors made.

- Several systematic error patterns were identified which

reflected developmEintal changes in mental manipulation

statfties.

One type of error, predominately observed in the first

graders, was the classic egocentric response. The next slide

illustrates egOcentric responding in this experiment.



In 'Slide fire,'the subject is standing at stationpoint
A

A and is told to imagine that he is standing at stationpoint

C. The dotted lines show how the subject should have

responded given an imagined location at stationpoint q.

The solid lines show how the subject actually responded.

It is obvious that-the subject failed to transform his'

relationship to the room's spatial layout. Instead, he

responded solely in terms'of his physically occupied station-

point. De should note' that egOcentric responses were

much less prevalent in the mental rotation task than in the

perspective taking tasc. Moreover, when the Mental

rotation inst ctions were given to subjects in the obstructed

viewing condi ion, egocentric responding was wiped out as
I

a source of errors.]

A second type of error, predominately observed in .the

fifth graders, is illustrated in the mxt'slide.e

Slide Six

Y

Again, the dotted lines show how the. subject should

have responded, while the sdlid lines show hmthe subject, ,

actually responded. 14 thiVcase the'subjact's responses
4'

refleft a strafegy of location substitution. The subject

obviously transforms accurately the ordinal relationships

which hold among the objels in the room. However, he

fails to complete mental manipulation by taking into aocotnt

the asymetrical layout of the tarapt objects.

10
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The above error types, and others, led to the conclusion

tIlat complete mental manipulation is a tre stage process.

In:tIle first stage a strategy of manipulation, or transforma
/

lion rule, is applied to the general:spatial" relationships
I*

,contained in the cognitiVe map. In the second stage more

specific relationships between self and spatial layout are

reconstructed. The difficulty experienced by first graders

ih a Mental inanipulatiOn tasks appears to be jal-thesfirs,t
6

stage of the process, i.e., they are unable fo'apply an

approp riatr transformation to the general relationships

contained in their cognitive Maps. Fifth graders are
. ,

generally tOdgesdful in applying an appropriate transforma,

tion but ofien fail tei,rpconstruct the more specific relatiob.

ships nec'essary for complete manipulation. Incontrast,

college students are able to complete both stages of the

process.

p
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